


（３）Developing the infrastructure of CP for growth
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Future direction of policy response

 Advanced companies※ competing globally to reduce CO2 showing ambitious 
actions and the appropriate mechanism to lead to achieving nationwide CN 
and economic growth and contributing to worldwide CN.

※TCFD supporters: 465（Top of the world). Quality of disclosure as well(CDP）
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• Using certificates to decarbonize energy and reducing CO2 of 

production and supply chain
• Adding high value on products by carbon offsetting. Promoting 

investment to absorbed or new tech for saving energy, forestation etc.
by credit finance.

 Strategically dealing with CBAM by EU based on “Basic principle” which  
was formulated in the study group.

 Regarding CBAM, it requires to calculate CO2 costs by country, it is 
important to explain the current situation in Japan（the previous page）such 
as energy tax, FIT etc.

 It is necessary to consider and organize ideal CP including taxation, ETS and 
regulations concerning industrial structure and business circumstance in  CN
society.

（１）Developing existing domestic credit markets

 Recently, it expands the demand to develop credit exchange 
according to the change in trade practice such as decarbonization
of energy （RE100 etc.）and call for CO2 reduction aligned with 
the Paris Agreement by international initiatives(SBT).

 By developing credit exchange markets, it promotes CP in the 
private sector and accelerates nationwide CO2 reduction.

Future direction of consideration
① Creating a mechanism assembling advanced companies and evaluated by 
markets.(Discussion with experts)

※Respecting the independency of companies, but the progress will not go well 
related to the national emission targets, the government will aim to introduce 
another CP.

（２）Considering the mechanism of long-term 
action to change one’s behavior

 When carbon footprints (CFP) can be accurately visualized or tracked, 
companies and consumers can choose low-carbonized goods. Also, dealing 
with carbon border adjustment, it can be required to calculate the volume of 
CO2 of the product.

Future direction of consideration
① Developing of infrastructure of carbon foot prints by utilizing IT 

technologies（Discussion with experts）
② Consideration of calculating the CFP of storage battery (in FY2021).

 Expanding the needs of credits to achieve CN. Also discussion 
concerning ISO standard is ongoing. It is necessary to ensure 
transparency of trade and clarify the credits themselves.

Future direction of consideration
① Clarifying the carbon credit to achieve carbon neutral（discussion with 

experts）

 Policies in each country surrounding CN such are regulations, economic methods, fiscal policies, financial policies, and industrial policies are 
in trial and error at present. It is necessary to deal with CN rapidly along with change in circumstances in each country and global business.
In this study group, it presented, policies in (1) to deal with present company’s demand,  long-term policies in (2) and it is also important 
to attempt to make policies in an agile manner as flexible and fast according to change in circumstances.

Concrete action
① Non-fossil fuel certificate; Allowing companies to purchase by themselves and 

improving the convenience of the system.
② J-credit system; Developing the infrastructure with local government and 

promotion of the digitalization to ensure the quality and expand the supply.
③ JCM; To improve the trading, it attempts to develop the management to expand 

the project, attract the investment and increase partner countries and 
② Strategically dealing with carbon border adjustment
③ Continuous consideration in concern with ideal CP to CN society





◆The details and relationship between A and B are described on the next page.
◆It is necessary to have specialized discussion on the concrete system design of 

these policies and it aims to start the demonstration of exchange credits from 
FY2022.

①A: A company sets an emission target and the 
government confirms the result.

“Carbon neutral top league (tentative)”（※）

＋

①B: A company exchanges qualified national / international 
credits 

“Carbon credit market（tentative）”

※ It starts to respect the independency of the private sector, but 
the progress will not be very good aligned with the national 
emission targets, the government will aim to introduce 
another CP.

・Setting an emission target
・Confirming the result
・Establishing the brand
・Attracting ESG investment

・Publishing the price
・Promoting investment
・Controlling the volume 

of the emission
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② Developing the infrastructure of carbon footprints
(CFP) by utilizing IT technologies

◆If tracking carbon foot prints, companies and consumers can choose low-
carbonized goods. Also, dealing with carbon border adjustment, it requires to
calculate the volume of CO2 of the product.

◆ Especially, concerning CBAM by EU, EC published the draft in July 2021,
targeting industries that emit large quantities of CO2 such as iron,
aluminum, cement etc. EU also considers the regulation of batteries based on
CFP. Regarding these actions, in the respect of improving the international
competitive power, it needs to analyze LCA/CFP of the specific products.

◆It is necessary to have specialized discussion on developing the infrastructure
of carbon footprints (CFP) by utilizing IT technologies.

◆It will promote the concrete discussion on the system design of and how to
achieve visualizing the life cycle CO2 emission of the storage battery and in
FY2021.
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③ Clarifying the carbon credit to achieve carbon neutral 
society 

◆Expanding the needs of credits, it requires the concrete system design because of offsetting the 
emission of companies and adding value of goods and services. Additionally, it attracts 
company’s attention that the voluntary credits based on international projects, and the 
discussion on credits such as TSVCM is ongoing. 

◆Secure the quality and expanding the quantity of credits, it is important to ensure the 
transparency of credit exchange and to clarify the definition of credit in policies in Japan 
such as the Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures and voluntary 
approaches toward a low carbon society by the business community

◆ It is necessary to have specialized discussion on clarification of credits to achieving carbon 
neutral society.
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＜Comparison of credits＞


